Book

Highfrequency
words

Alphabet
activity

Words
activity

Thinking
activity

Themes

a, the, to, you

letter name: R, C, Y, Match captions to
B, P, H
pictures

Sequence

celebrations

down, go, the, to

letter name: G, C,
D, T, H

Match initial letters Match sentences to animals
to words
pictures

my, no

letter name: M, N,
P, V

Match highfrequency words

big, I, in, the

letter name: R, P, B, Match initial letters Sequence
W, Z
to words

sports

a, with

Writing the letter: a Match captions to
pictures

colours

the

Writing the letter: b Match initial letters Match words to
to words
pictures

food

the

Writing the letter: c Match initial letters Match words to
to words
pictures

food

can, down, I, up

Writing the letter: d Match highfrequency words

birds

an, can

Writing the letter: e Match initial letters Match words to
to words
pictures

PINK
The Birthday
Cake
Two cooks bake
a multi-coloured
birthday cake.
Down to Town
Town life and
country life are
different.
My Puppy
Everyone wants to
own the puppy, but
he belongs with his
mother.
The Big Race
A girl competes in
different sports to
win a race.
Building with
Blocks
Children build a
spaceship from
coloured blocks.
The Barbecue
Here are the foods
we love for a
barbecue.
The Birthday
Party
All the important
things for a
birthday celebration
I Can Fly
A baby bird
practises flying.
Huggles Can
Juggle
Huggles juggles
until he drops
everything.
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Sequence

Sequence

Match words to
pictures

pets

humour

Book

I Am…
A child lists the
things he does in
a day.
I Go, Go, Go
A little car goes to
town.
At School
The things you like
to do at school
My Family
All the people in
the girl’s family
The Storm
Things that happen
in a storm
Come On!
Enjoy what you do
every day.
Little Brother
A sister looks after
her little brother.
Yuk Soup
Two aliens make
soup using strange
ingredients.
What is a
Huggles?
Huggles walks
around the zoo
looking for a
huggles to hug.
Ice Cream
Two children eat
too much ice
cream.
I Like
Favourite foods and
one that isn’t!
I Love My Family
Everyone in the
family is at the
wedding.
Huggles Goes
Away
Huggles packs a
bag.

Highfrequency
words
am, I, in

Alphabet
activity

Words
activity

Thinking
activity

Themes

Writing the letter: f

Match initial letters Match words to
to words
pictures

down, go, I, into,
up

Writing the letter: g Match highfrequency words

Match words to
pictures

moving around

at, I, like, my

Writing the letter: h Match highfrequency words

Match words to
pictures

actions

Match words to
pictures

families

verbs

and, is, me, my, this Writing the letter: i

Match highfrequency words

see, the, us

Writing the letter: j

Match initial letters Sequence
to words

come, on, to, up

Writing the letter: k Match highfrequency words

he, little

letter name: E, F, L,
D, H

Match sentences to Sequence
the pictures

families

go, in, some

letter name: G, F,
I, S, Y

Match the words to Make a sentence
pictures

humour

a, is, not, what

letter name: A, S, K, Match highN, T, B
frequency words

Match words to
pictures (names of
animals)

animals

in, like, on, the, we

letter name: R, F,
C, I, H

Match highfrequency words

Recognize rhyming
words

humour

I, like

Writing the letter: l

Match initial letters Match words to
to words
pictures

food

but, I, love, my

Writing the letter:
m

Match the words to Make a sentence
pictures

families

away, some

Writing the letter: n Match initial letters Sequence
to words
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Sequence

weather

daily routine

humour

Book

The Great,
Enormous
Hamburger
The ingredients of a
hamburger
The Apple
Everyone claims the
apple, but the goat
gets it.
Run!
The animals run
away from a fire.
Look!
The birds see dogs,
cats, children but
bread is what
interests them.
My Shadow
A girl watches her
shadow.
Give Me a Hug
A girl finds the best
creature to hug.
I Can Jump
A snail can’t do
what insects can
do.
Where Is My
Hat?
A clown has lost
his hat.

Highfrequency
words
it, now, on, some,
up

my, said, the

Alphabet
activity

Words
activity

Writing the letter: o Match highfrequency words

Thinking
activity

Themes

Sequence

food

Writing the letter: p Match initial letters Match words to
to words
pictures

humour

jump, run, said, the Writing the letter: q Match initial letters Make sentences
to words

animals

look, said, the

Writing the letter: r Match highfrequency words

Sequence

animals

I, it, jump, my,
when

Writing the letter: s Match highfrequency words

Match words to
pictures

movement

are, big, little, too,
you

Writing the letter: t Match highfrequency words

Match words to
pictures

descriptions

but, can, jump, run, Writing the letter: u Match highsaid
frequency words

Match words to
pictures

garden creatures

here, is, my, on,
where

Writing the letter: v Match highfrequency words

Sequence

humour

in, my, on, the

letter name: E, A,
B, I, O

Match words to
pictures

Make a sentence

humour

am, are, I, up, you

letter name: A, G,
D, U, B, W

Match words to
pictures

Make a sentence

reading

and, big, have, little letter name: L, C,
P, K, Q

Match the words

Match the pictures
to the sentences

animal babies

can, in, yes, you,
your

Match highfrequency words

Recognize rhyming
words

humour

RED
Bubbles
A girl makes lots
of bubbles in the
bath.
I Am a
Bookworm
A bookworm
gobbles up his
favourite books.
Big and Little
We meet some
animals and find
out what their
babies are called.
Shark in a Sack
A boy looks at
containers for
different animals.

letter name: J, X, S,
A, M
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Book

I Write
Children write
messages for
different reasons.
The Aeroplane
The aeroplane
whizzes all over the
sky.
My Friend
Two friends read a
book.
Where’s Tim?
A father tries to
find his son.
Shoo!
The animals get
into the farmer’s
vegetables.
In My Home
An alien looks for a
room for himself.
My Home
Animals and people
talk about their
homes.
When Itchy
Witchy Sneezes
Things happen
when Itchy Witchy
sneezes.
Up in a Tree
A boy in a tree
house tells about
the things he sees.
Dr Sprocket
Makes a Rocket
A scientist makes a
rocket from old bits
and pieces.
Snow
Snow falls, melts
and becomes water.
A Hug is Warm
A girl compares a
hug with other nice
things.
Wake Up, Mum!
On the farm,
everyone wants
breakfast.

Highfrequency
words
and, Dad, in, my,
on

Alphabet
activity

Words
activity

Thinking
activity

Themes

Writing the letter:
w

Match highfrequency words

Match words to
pictures

writing

all, go, here, there,
up

Writing the letter: x Match highfrequency words

Match words to
pictures

travel

a, is, my, not

Writing the letter: y Match words to
pictures

Make a sentence

friendship

he, in, is, no, yes

Writing the letter: z Match highfrequency words

Match words to
pictures

homes

away, back, came,
the, went

Writing the letter: A Match highfrequency words

Sequence

humour

dad, into, mum,
there, went

Writing the letter: B Match highfrequency words

Make sentences

homes

can, like, my, said,
the

letter name: m, h,
f, n

Match words to
pictures

Insert punctuation

home

and, away, she, the, letter name: w, s,
when
a, l

Rhyming words

Match pictures to
words

humour

do, it, me, up, what letter name: u, i,
t, q, k

Rhyming words

Insert punctuation

rhyming

from, it, makes, she, letter name: d, r,
with
x, z

Rhyming words

Sequence

inventing

come, falls, the

Writing the letter: C Remake content
words

Sequence

weather

a, and, as, is

Writing the letter: D Match initial letters Match words to
to words
pictures

descriptions

for, Mum, their, up,
want

Writing the letter: E Match highfrequency words

animals
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Make sentences

Book

What Would You
Like?
Would you like
to eat a worm, a
mouse or peanut
butter?
Spider, Spider
The spider asks the
animals to tea.
Uncle Buncle’s
House
Count the things
in Uncle Buncle’s
house from 7 down
to 1.
Where Are You
Going, Aja Rose?
A girl is happy
to do things by
herself. Her friends
ask if they can join
in.
The Babysitters
A crocodile leaves
her naughty baby
with the animals.
I Like Worms
The hen enjoys a
diet of all sorts of
worms.
The Cow in the
Hole
The children know
how to get a cow
out of a hole.
Good For You!
A girl lists healthy
things.
Let’s Have a
Swim!
Some animals are
enjoying a swim
until a crocodile
jumps in.
Mr Grump
Mr Grump is just
like his name
until…

Highfrequency
words
like, no, what, yes,
you

Alphabet
activity

Words
activity

Thinking
activity

Themes

Writing the letter: F Match highfrequency words

Make a sentence

food

come, me, no, not,
to

Writing the letter:
G

Make sentences

predators

are, but, in, one,
there

Writing the letter: H Match high
frequency words

Sequence

counting down

are, can, come, my,
where

letter name: w, y,
g, v

Rhyming words

Insert punctuation

question and
answer

no, said, the, to,
you

letter name: b, e,
k, h, y

Match high
frequency words

Insert punctuation

humour

for, good, in, like,
me

letter name: i, j, z, o Match words to
pictures

Insert punctuation

food/animals

did, for, not, they,
was

letter name: c, h,
f, p

Match sentences to Insert punctuation
pictures

solving problems

are, for, good, me,
what

Writing the letter: I

Match words to
pictures

Make a sentence

health

had, have, in,
jumped, out,

Writing the letter: J Match high
frequency words

Sequence

humour

at, me, who, with,
you

Writing the letter: K Match words to
pictures

Sequence

people

Match words to
pictures

5

Book

The Magic
Machine
The rain man and
the sun woman
make a rainbow.
There is a Planet
This story is around
a non-fiction theme
Look Out!
Every fish in the sea
has to look out for
something bigger.

Highfrequency
words
and, came, out,
put, they

Alphabet
activity

Words
activity

Thinking
activity

Themes

Writing the letter: L Match initial letters Sequence
to words

fantasy

in, is, on, that,
there

Writing the letter:
M

Match high
frequency words

Make a sentence
from the story

space

for, look, out, said,
to

Writing the letter:
N

Match words to
pictures

Make a sentence

ocean predators

came, could, not,
over, will

Letter sounds: a, b,
c, d, s, w

Match highfrequency words

Sequence

whales

has, into, just, me,
of

Letter sounds: u, f,
t, m, h

Match words
(prepositions)

Make sentences
from story

movement

an, big, has, my,
two

Letter sounds: f, n,
l, p, e

Match highfrequency words

Match pictures to
sentences

ponies

it, like, my, she, up

Letter sounds: g, r,
i, x, z

Rhyming words

Sequence

families

bigger, biggest,
said, same, you

Writing the letter:
O

Match highfrequency words

Sequence

humour

blue, come, looked, Writing the letter: P Match highout, yellow
frequency words

Make sentences

fantasy

said, when, where,
who, why

Writing the letter:
Q

Sequence

question words

great, have, little,
there, this

Writing the letter: R Match highfrequency words

Match sentences to predators
pictures

big, his, likes, me,
my

Writing the letter: S Match verbs from
the story

Make a sentence

YELLOW
The Whale
People at the beach
help to refloat a
stranded whale.
Me and My Dog
A girl describes the
things she can do
with her dog.
My Pony Minnie
A girl describes her
pony.
My Granny Rides
a Bicycle
Granny is a bicycle
rider but sometimes
she doesn’t look
where she is going.
I’m Bigger Than
You!
Rooster and Goose
argue about who is
the biggest.
The Magic Tree
The magic man
grows a jellybean
tree.
“Scat!” Said the
Cat
The animals ask
questions.
Sharks
Different sharks
and some facts
about them
My Dog
A boy’s visual
record of what his
dog likes

Match highfrequency words
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pets

Book

Engines
Different engines
help us move.
The Old Truck
Tom and Bill find
out why some
parts of a truck are
essential.
The Flea Market
A man, a woman
and a dog go to
the flea market.
Going to Lucy’s
House
Hannah imagines
all the ways she
could get to Lucy’s
house.
The S Party
Sam is having a
sixth birthday party
and his friends are
dressing up.
The Monkey
Bridge
Five monkeys build
a bridge for lion to
cross the river.
Bread
The twins share
bread on the way
home.
The Seed
Annie and Bobby
plant a seed and
watch it grow.
Along Comes
Jake
Baby Jake helps
with the family
chores.
Goodbye, Lucy
A girl forgets things
as she leaves for
school.
There’s No One
Like Me!
A girl discovers that
she is special.

HighAlphabet
frequency
activity
words
can, four, has, have, Writing the letter: T
very

Words
activity

Thinking
activity

Themes

Match highfrequency words

Match initial letters movement
to make words

came, off, then,
went, yes

Letter sounds: y, j,
q, v, o

Label a picture

Sequence

transport

get, go, had, his,
what

Letter sounds: f, m,
h, w, p

Make words from
letter blend fl-

Make sentences

humour

but, going, had,
have, or

Initial sounds: g, r,
l, h, i

Match initial letters Label a picture
to words

imagination

as, at, come, said,
will

Initial sounds: l, a,
b, p, s

Make words from
blend st-

Insert punctuation

celebrations

five, into, make,
over, went

Writing the letter:
U

Match words to
pictures

Sequence

animals

get, have, Mum,
some, where

Writing the letter: V Make words from
blend br-

Make sentences

being helpful

but, going, grow,
they, this

Writing the letter:
W

Sequence

growing plants

along, comes,
helps, then, with

Writing the letter: X Match initial letters Make a sentence
to words

families

got, here, know,
what, your

Writing the letter: Y Match words to
pictures

Make a sentence

memory

does, just, like,
look, not

Writing the letter: Z Match the nouns
naming animals
and their babies

Match sentences to animal babies
the pictures

Match highfrequency words
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Book

Highfrequency
words
Aunty Maria and on, out, that, went,
the Cat
when
Aunty Maria
doesn’t like cats.
Eat Up!
big, get, like, Mum,
The boy’s family
so
give him reasons to
eat his dinner.
Speak Up!
down, like, said,
The animals help
there, you
the spider get
closer to the giraffe.
be, Dad, Mum, off,
Be Careful,
Matthew!
your
Matthew is warned
to be careful
by adult family
members.
Just Right!
A girl concludes
that she is the right
size for everything
she needs to do.
I Smell Smoke
A boy describes
what he would do
if he smells smoke.
In the Desert
The animals wake
up in the North
American desert.
Scit, Scat,
Scaredy Cat!
The animals are
all scared of
something.
The Zebra
Crossing
The zebra takes
control of the
crossing until the
crocodile comes
along.
The Maze
When the family is
stuck in the maze,
Lily gets them out.

Alphabet
activity

Words
activity

Thinking
activity

Themes

Initial sounds: c, n,
w, y, z, x

Make words from
word family -at

Add punctuation
and words to
sentences

families/pets

Initial sounds: d, e,
m, u, o

Match highfrequency words

Match words to
pictures

food/families

Initial sounds: v, t,
g, c, q

Label the picture

Insert punctuation

animals

Initial sounds: f, b,
c, d, p

Make words from
word family -all

Add punctuation
and words to
sentences

safety

could, small, too,
were, would

The alphabet
activities finish at
this level.

Match highfrequency words

Make a sentence

size

down, help, how,
out, outside

The alphabet
activities finish at
this level.

Make words from
the-ell word family

Sequence

emergencies

away, day, here,
play, up

The alphabet
activities finish at
this level

Match words to
pictures

Make words from
word family -ake

deserts

away, black, brown, The alphabet
through, why
activities finish at
this level

Rhyming words

Make a sentence

animals

came, can’t, here,
just, this

Match highfrequency words

Make sentences

crossing the road

Make words from
word family -ot

Make a sentence

being smart

The alphabet
activities finish at
this level

did, out, she, went, The alphabet
will
activities finish at
this level
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Book

High-frequency
words

Words activity

Thinking activity Themes

BLUE
The Green Dragon
The dragon doesn’t
take any notice of
suggestions about
covering up.
Catherine, the
Counter
Catherine likes to count
from 1 to 9.
Richie, the Greedy
Mouse
Richie is very greedy
and he eats so much he
gets fat!
The River
If people throw their
rubbish in a river, the
wildlife goes away.
The Cooking Pot
The children enjoy
eating different food.
A New Bed
Mr Mack wants a new
bed.
Popcorn
Popcorn floats over the
town.
Cat’s Party
Will anyone go to Cat’s
party?
Thumpety-Rah!
A giant plays his drums.
Birthdays
Everyone gets a present
on birthdays.
Don’t You Laugh at
Me!
Each animal can’t stop
laughing, so the next
animal eats it.
Come for a Swim!
The children get Dad
and Mum to come for
a swim.
Open Your Mouth!
Animals feed their
babies but monster
babies eat something
huge.

him, his, said, want, you Make words with letter
blend dr-

Sequence

sun safety

all, her, on, one, she

Make words from word
family -ate

Insert punctuation

numbers

but, good, here, look,
was

Rhyming words

Insert punctuation

food

away, back, in, like, they Match high-frequency
words

Add punctuation and
words to sentences

conservation

else, got, have, we, will

Make a sentence

food

Sequence

humour

everywhere, help, our,
over, was

Make compound words Sequence

humour

asked, love, no one,
please, your

Match high-frequency
words

Make sentences

humour

began, made, them,
under, went
blue, brown, green,
new, red

Make words from word
family -ack
Match colour words to
pictures

Match sentences to
pictures
Make sentences

rhyming

go, him, me, now, or

Label the picture

Sequence

humour

had, into, other, over,
were

Make words from word
family -ad

Insert punctuation

families

Insert punctuation

food/families

Rhyming words

new, old, put, take, took Match high-frequency
words

going, said, some, what, Label the pictures
your
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colours

Book
Trees Are Special
The text develops
reasons and
recommendations for
the conservation of
trees.
The Wind Blows
Strong
A girl listens to the
noises made by a
strong wind.
When the Balloon
Went Pop!
When the balloon
pops, there is a chain
reaction.
Footprints on the
Moon
A moon monster
consults a moon book.
Animal Inventions
People imitate what
animals do.
Carrots, Peas and
Beans
The children play a trick
on their father.
Where is the
Cabbage?
The creatures are
looking for cabbage to
eat.
Red Socks and
Yellow Socks
The characters have
great difficulty sorting
out a problem with
their socks.
I’m Glad to Say
A pilot has a very
exciting parachute
jump.
Tails
Different animals tell
what they use their tails
for.
The Roller Coaster
Mum and Scott have
different ideas about
the roller coaster.

High-frequency
words
are, have, not, of, we

Words activity

Thinking activity Themes

Match high-frequency
words

Sequence

conservation

make, makes, too, tree,
wind

Make words with letter
blend cr-

Insert punctuation

sound words

across, got, had, some,
when

Rhyming words

Sequence

humour

from, made, see, these,
who

Match high-frequency
words

Make sentences

reference books

around, does, lets,
through, under

Match words from the
text

Insert punctuation

adaptation

eat, looked, many,
ready, them

Match high-frequency
words

Sequence

humour

come, coming, over,
through, under

Match words to pictures Make sentences

gardens

but, do, had, now, them Make words from letter Add punctuation and
blend swwords to sentences

humour

had, new, up, was, went Make compound words Sequence

humour

am, can, look, what,
your

Make words from letter Add punctuation and
blends
words to sentences

animals

came, no, that, too, will

Make words from letter Add punctuation and
blends
words to sentences

at the funfair
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Book
Mrs Pye’s Pool
Mrs Pye has ducks in
her pool and she wants
them out.
Lucy’s Rooster
Lucy’s rooster makes a
lot of noise.
Are You a Ladybird?
The ladybird is different
to the other insects.
Camouflage
Different animals use
colour and shape to
hide.
You Can Make
Skittles
Make skittles and play
the game.
The Tree
A story about looking
after a tree

High-frequency
words
around, by, looked,
made, new

Words activity

Thinking activity Themes

Make words from letter Sequence
blend sw-

humour

inside, take, that,
through, took

Compound words

Insert punctuation

humour

are, can, can’t, don’t,
you

Match words to pictures Insert punctuation

gardens

does, find, many, see,
their

Make words from word
family -ee

adaptation

back, made, now, one,
play

Make words from letter Sequence
blend sk-

Match sentences to the
pictures

games

about, every, never, our, Make words from letter Insert punctuation
their
blend tr-

nature

away, come, going,
have, little

Make words from letter Add punctuation and
blend clwords to sentences

humour

across, did, new, with,
would

Make words from word
family -oat

humour

anything, back, over,
through, under

Make words from letter Caption pictures
blends

movement

drink, next, too, want,
work

Make words from letter Insert punctuation
blends

humour

had, jump, out, went,
will

Match verbs to their
-ing form

humour

eat, fly, yellow, live,
small

Make words from letter Label the picture
blend sl-

animals

just, live, many, other,
right

Match high-frequency
words

Make sentences

rock pools

comes, grow, some,
two, three

Label the picture

Sequence

seeds

GREEN
Little Car
A family hires a car that
is too small for them.
My Boat
A boy and his brother
try to float in their boat.
The Terrible Tiger
Children go hunting
for a terrible tiger and
pretend they are brave
until they fin him.
Hiccups for Hippo
Hippo has the hiccups
and he annoys the lion
who wants to sleep.
Kangaroo
The baby kangaroo
keeps falling out of its
pouch.
What Am I?
Guess the animals that
live in the jungle.
The Hermit Crab
The hermit crab must
find a new shell.
The Dandelion
A dandelion seed floats
on the wind.
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Add punctuation and
words to sentences

Insert punctuation

Book
Two Stupid Cats
A mouse is too clever
for two cats.
The Dancing Fly
A fly annoys the
shopkeeper.
Dad’s Headache
When Dad gets a
headache, the children
try to make him feel
better.
An Elephant for the
Holidays
Harold the elephant
comes to spend the
holidays.
Night Noises
A boy tells of the noises
he hears at night.
Who Loves Getting
Wet?
The farmer and the
animals run for cover
when it starts to rain.
Nowhere and
Nothing
A boy feels lonely until
some children ask him
to play.
A Small World
The insects that inhabit
this small world
Whose Eggs Are
These?
Children find eggs and
name them.
The Get-Up Machine
A boy has a machine
for getting to school on
time.
What’s Happened to
Arrow?
A boy saves his
goldfish.
The Hole in the
Hedge
People and animals
watch each other
through the hedge.

High-frequency
words
began, both, could,
once, very

Words activity

Make words from letter Insert punctuation
blend st-

humour

again, got, little, now,
there

Make words from letter Add punctuation and
blend flwords to sentences

humour

better, funny, let, make,
our, that, there, some,
stop, told

Match high-frequency
words

Story quiz

families

every, from, full, inside,
outside, small, too,
took, wanted, wants

Make words from word
family -ook

Story quiz

humour

come, every, night, out,
outside, talk, them,
together, what, will
came, could, going,
great, knew, know, love,
some, who, would

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend sn-

sounds

Match words from the
story

weather

doing, don’t, down,
going, nothing,
nowhere, some, what,
where, why

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend fr-

friendship

come, green, hard,
have, like, once, out,
still, very, what
are, at, by, in, looking,
on, these, this, through,
up

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend sm-

insects

Make words from letter Story quiz
blends

eggs

comes, down, get, me,
morning, pulls, that,
this, time, up

Make words from word
family -ake

mechanical things

after, again, around,
back, came, still,
thought, went, what’s,
there
at, come, down, hole,
laughed, look, looked,
looking, through, went

Match words to -ly form Story quiz

pets

Match verbs to -ing
form

humour
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Thinking activity Themes

Story quiz

Story quiz

Story quiz

Book
Just This Once
A girl bullies her
parents into letting her
hippopotamus join in.
Crossing the Road
Accidents happen
when Mrs Maggie Mox
crosses the road.
A Fire at the Zoo
Some zoo animals try
to put out a fire but do
not succeed.
Scary Spiders
A cheeky girl teases her
grandmother about her
fear of spiders.
Ratty-tatty
A clever rat always
escapes being caught.

High-frequency
words
be, come, get, have,
just, made, once, that,
this, went

Words activity

Thinking activity Themes

Match high-frequency
words

Story quiz

families

blue, have, just, other,
put, then, were, what,
with, yellow

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend cr-

humour

coming, do, everyone,
gave, her, know, one,
out, put, what

Match contractions to
words

Story quiz

humour

around, from, here,
just, quite, some, there,
when, you, your

Match rhyming words

Story quiz

families

Match opposites

Story quiz

humour

Match singular to plural Story quiz

humour

Make words from word
family -ame

Story quiz

comparisons

Contractions

Story quiz

fruit

catch, could, couldn’t,
cried, didn’t, good,
liked, looked, no one,
would
The Zoo Olympics
came, good, got,
The reporter gets the
people, see, very, when,
Olympics story wrong. will, won, wrong
Same But Different
came, different, just,
Two children compare
like, one, open, our,
their drawings.
same, some, with
The Apple Tree
again, open, just, white,
The apple tree changes outside, their, them,
through the seasons.
then, when, will
Space
could, day, every,
Two children think
find, night, no one,
about what is in space. sometimes, there, will,
wonder
I Wonder
behind, brown, green,
A boy looks around and lives, new, over, there,
wonders.
this, what, wonder

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend sp-

solar system

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend dr-

imagination

ORANGE
When Dad Went to
Pre-school
A boy takes care of his
dad at pre-school.
Brutus
When Brutus, the dog,
is naughty, he is sent to
live in the country but
he doesn’t like it.
Morning Bath
Mr Porter is late for
work so he goes to
work in his bath to save
time.

about, every, first, gave, Make words from letter Story quiz
helped, know, made,
blend plshowed, take, think

school

all right, cannot, can’t,
looked, open, people,
showed, stop, stopped,
their

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend br-

pets

again, because, cold,
give, never, next, often,
read, soon, very

Match verb to past
tense

humour
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Old Grizzly
Old Grizzly refuses
invitations to play and
so finds himself alone
until two dogs come
along.
Noise
The children are asked
by their mother to stop
and listen.
Boring Old Bed
A boy looks for a new
place to sleep.
Mrs Grimble’s
Grapevine
Mrs Grimble loves to
eat grapes and so do
the birds.
Mrs Muddle MudPuddle
Mrs Muddle MudPuddle visits her friend
but enters a haunted
house instead.
The Little Yellow
Chicken
The little chicken is
having a party but his
friends won’t help.
Soup
Souperman makes soup
for the workers. He uses
his soup for another
purpose too.
My Sloppy Tiger
A little girl encounters
problems when she
decides to take her
sloppy tiger to town.
Tess and Paddy
When a two-year-old
girl goes to stay with
neighbours, she makes
friends with the dog.
The Traveller and the
Farmer
A traveller fools a
farmer into providing
him with food.
The Trouble with
Heathrow
Heathrow is a beloved
pet, but he is naughty.

High-frequency
words
day, down, goes,
happens, more, play,
should, shout, there,
would

Words activity

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend gr-

humour

can, had, keep, long,
nothing, off, on, that,
then, went

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend pl-

humour

anywhere, good, I’m,
new, next, only, place,
thought, want, would
around, ate, came,
cannot, could, don’t,
inside, make, over,
under

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend pr-

humour

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend gr-

humour

again, away, friend,
himself, Mrs, poor,
that’s, under, some,
you’re

Match describing words Story quiz
to nouns

humour

about, done, friend,
himself, little, ready,
stop, thought, yellow,
yourself

Contractions

Story quiz

kindness

Story quiz

humour

again, comes, made,
never, new, over,
pleased, think, very,
wants

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend scr-

humour

after, also, asked,
became, gave, more,
most, nearly, next, why

Match verb to present
participle

Story quiz

pets

again, be, better, can’t,
from, give, good, ran,
soon, would

Match word with word
ending -ed

Story quiz

humour

anyway, been, don’t,
everyone, fast, having,
much, never, too, very

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend tr-

after, can’t, made, more, Compound words
over, people, shall,
something, sometimes,
soon
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High-frequency
words
The Poor Sore Paw
across, because, can’t,
When the dog gets his couldn’t, down, going,
paw caught, everyone is stopped, over, want,
delayed.
way
Mum’s Birthday
about, best, better, give,
A girl gets lots of ideas going, what, when,
about what to buy her who, whole, would
mum.
My Sloppy Tiger
always, couldn’t, goes,
Goes to School
having, himself, outside,
A sloppy tiger gets into saw, take, that’s, where
mischief at school.
ate, every, gone, new,
The Dippy Dinner
Drippers
night, our, their, them,
The Dippy family drip
they, were
and drop so much food
their clothes become a
meal, too.
The Giant Pumpkin
good, grew, idea, make,
Mr and Mrs Pip’s giant Mrs, suddenly, what,
pumpkin grows bigger which, would, wouldn’t
and bigger.
Superkids
afraid, again, back, let’s,
Superkids rid the
people, out, over, threw,
town of the giant,
was, we’re,
the monster and the
dragon.
TURQUOISE
Mr Whisper
again, can’t, loud,
When Mr Whisper
louder, much, need,
breaks his blue cup, he please, shouted, still,
has problems shopping too
for a new one.
The Tiny Woman’s
keep, mine, sharp,
Coat
stayed, take, three, try,
A tiny woman gets help wanted, warm, where
to make a coat.
Quack, Quack,
about, across, around,
Quack!
done, don’t, more,
A father takes his
morning, replied,
children to school and through, was
embarrasses them.
The Bag of Smiles
again, bottom, even,
When people have their happy, never, shouted,
smiles taken away, they their, time, unhappy,
try to get them back.
where
One Thousand
after, can’t, give, know,
Currant Buns
made, never, past,
A baker makes one
thousand, two, way
thousand currant buns
for his friend, but his
plans are spoiled by
hungry animals.

Words activity

Thinking activity Themes

Match the opposites

Story quiz

rhyming words

Make words with letter
blends

Story quiz

birthdays

Compound words

Story quiz

humour

Match words with -ed
form

Story quiz

humour

Contractions

Story quiz

humour

Rhyming words

Story quiz

humour

Make words from
digraph wh-

Story quiz

humour

Match rhyming words

Story quiz

fantasy

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend qu-

families

Make words from
digraph kn-

Story quiz

humour

Past tense

Story quiz

humour
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High-frequency
words
The Giant’s Boy
better, cried, felt,
An unhappy giant’s boy shouted, let, people,
makes bad weather
rain, said, their, what
until the giant hugs him
better.
Mrs Grindy’s Shoes
about, blue, don’t, find,
Mrs Grindy can’t find
left, new, red, right,
any shoes that she likes should, some
at the shop.
A Hundred Hugs
away, does, happy, how,
Huggles likes to give
mind, morning, much,
people hugs and bring need, nothing, thank
them friendship.
you
after, bother, coming,
Bother Those
Barnetts!
didn’t, four, looking,
When the five Barnett
them, through, sleep,
when
children visit, there is
mayhem!
Road Robber
always, gone,
how, made, much,
The people set out to
defeat the robber who somewhere, took,
where, which, who
steals their roads.
Boggywooga
across, behind, close,
When a space traveller coming, great, small,
arrives on a purple
smaller, there, through,
planet, she plays a
why
monster at his own
game.
The Secret of
because, began, can’t,
Spooky House
even, every, find, know,
The Monster family
never, would, wrong
makes strange noises in
Spooky House at night.
In the Middle of the against, behind, fifth,
Night
first, fourth, middle,
Farmers see an alien
once, quickly, second,
in the farmyard in the
third
dark.
Lizard’s
again, always, closer,
Grandmother
herself, mine, much,
Lizard loves to play
never, sometimes,
tricks on the other
together, yourself
animals, but they are
tired of her pranks.
Letters for Mr James about, can’t, come,
The children send
from, going, Mr, never,
letters to Mr James to
today, where, your
cheer him up.
A Magician’s House always, around, full,
If you ever rent a
little, middle, need,
magician’s house, you’ll never, other, something,
get lots of surprises.
which

Words activity

Thinking activity Themes

Match words with -ed
form

Story quiz

weather

Rhyming words

Story quiz

humour

Opposites

Story quiz

kindness

Compound words

Story quiz

humour

Make words with letter
blends

Story quiz

collective action

Match adjective with
comparative

Story quiz

humour

Make words from letter Story quiz
blends

humour

Make words from letter Story quiz
blends

humour

Make words with word
ending -ed

Story quiz

humour

Opposites

Story quiz

kindness

Match high-frequency
words

Story quiz

magic
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High-frequency
words
Seeds
another, grow, inside,
How seeds develop and need, ready, soon,
grow.
still, them, upwards,
downwards
The Desert Machine cannot, give, little, live,
Find out how the camel make, most, other, very,
has adapted to deserts. where, without
Bees
each, live, make, most,
must, other, special,
Find out all about
honeybees.
stop, these, together
across, around,
Tracks in the Sand
All creatures leave
because, best, closely,
tracks. Find out what
everywhere, guess,
they look like.
keep, nearby, often

Words activity

Thinking activity Themes

Rhyming words

Story quiz

growing plants

Match words to -ing
form

Story quiz

camels

Compound words

Story quiz

bees and honey

Match words with same Story quiz
letter blend

animal behaviour

afternoon, asked,
brown, every, green,
heavy, there, under,
white, yellow

Make words from letter Story quiz
blends

pets

another, around, five,
forgot, left, race, ready,
seven, six, wrong

Make words from word
family -ace

Story quiz

counting

anything, better, caught,
every, guess, himself,
know, might, thought,
without
about, around, behind,
better, gave, need, once,
read, their, wanted

Make words from word
family -old

Story quiz

humour

Make words from letter Story quiz
blend sl-

humour

always, couldn’t, going,
much, never, please,
should, very, wanted,
was
after, cried, doing, them,
having, itself, again,
round, little, thank you

Match words with their
plural form

Story quiz

humour

Match words with -ed
form

Story quiz

humour

another, anything,
better, doing, mind,
outside, quite, soon,
took, worse
actually, around,
away, bottom, middle,
only, through, time.
sometimes, together

Rhyming words

Story quiz

babysitting

Compound words

Story quiz

icy worlds

PURPLE
Mish-na
A boy cares for his pet
hen during spring and
summer but in winter
she disappears.
Space Race
All but one spaceship
in a race run into
difficulties.
Dragon with a Cold
When the family dragon
gets a cold, he makes a
big fuss.
Sloppy Tiger
Bedtime
Sloppy tiger takes a
long time getting ready
for bed.
Sloppy Tiger and the
Party
Sloppy Tiger gets into
mischief at the party.
The Fantastic
Washing Machine
This fantastic new
washing machine has a
mind of its own.
Busy Baby
Looking after babies
isn’t easy as the
children find out.
Icebergs
Look at the Arctic and
Antarctic regions.
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High-frequency
words
Incredible Insects
before, brown, even,
Look at some of the
everywhere, green,
more amazing insects in however, might, quickly,
our world.
sometimes, suddenly
Volcanoes
both, even, inside,
Volcanoes can be active many, middle, often,
or dormant – find out
their, they, under, when
why.

Words activity

Thinking activity Themes

Match words to pictures Story quiz

insects

Match words with the
same letter blends

volcanoes
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